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ABSTRACT
We present a statistical analysis of changes in the Internet censor-

ship policy of the government of India from 2016 to 2020. Using

longitudinal observations of censorship collected by the ICLab cen-

sorship measurement project [21], together with historical records

of web page contents collected by the Internet Archive [17], we

find that machine classification techniques can detect censors’ re-

actions to events without prior knowledge of what those events

are. However, gaps in ICLab’s observations can cause the classifier

to fail to detect censored topics, and gaps in the Internet Archive’s

records can cause it to misidentify them.

CCS CONCEPTS
• General and reference→Measurement; • Social and profes-
sional topics→ Censorship.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past twenty-five years, the Internet has increasingly be-

come a prominent medium of mass communication, offering people

around theworld ready access to information and a venue to publish

their opinions. As they do with television, radio, and newspapers,
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governments that view free expression as a threat to their legitimacy

seek to control access to the Internet to quash dissent [3, 10, 29].

They use a variety of tactics to do this; the most obvious, and the

best-studied, is to monitor network traffic for sensitive “keywords”

and disrupt communications that contain them [6, 18, 19, 28].

Over the past decade, academic researchers in computer security

have joined forces with political scientists and activists to develop

systems that continuously monitor both what is censored by each

repressive government and how the censorship is executed. Three

of the most prominent such systems are Censored Planet [24],

ICLab [21], and OONI [12]. In addition to their own publications,

all three make raw data available to researchers. Previous analyses

of this data suggest that blocked websites often fall into clusters that

share a theme, or topic [7, 9, 21, 24, 26]. In some cases, these clusters

can be identified with the aid of a URL classification service, such

as FortiGuard [13]. However, sites in the “long tail” are frequently

classified incorrectly, or not at all, and these are the sites whose

censorship is most interesting to political analysts. (For example,

FortiGuard is excellent at identifying online gambling sites but has

nothing useful to say about many India-focused political blogs.)

In the absence of reliable manual classification for “long tail”

websites, researchers have turned to machine classification. One

frequently used technique is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

algorithm, first introduced in 2003 by Blei et al. [5], which divides

a text corpus into clusters that share a set of words with each other

but not with the rest of the corpus. A human analyst then labels the

clusters with subject headings based on the sets of words. Weinberg

et al. [26] used LDA to assign topics to web pages suspected to be

censored in 12 countries. Ramesh et al. [23] performed a similar

study focusing on sites known to be blocked in Russia. Chen et al. [7]

applied LDA to censored social media posts on Sina Weibo (China’s

alternative to Twitter) and Tanash et al. [25] classified censored

content on Twitter within Turkey.

All of these efforts only looked at a single snapshot in time, but

it is widely suspected that censorship policies are continuously

updated, with current political controversy receiving more atten-

tion than historical events. To give a concrete example, Rambert

et al. [22] compared Chinese keyword filtering in 2021 with a list

published in 2014, finding that only 20% of the keywords from 2014

were still censored, and that new terms had been added. Similarly,

the OONI organization [12] regularly publishes reports of specific
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sites, terms, or protocols that are newly blocked. It would be valu-

able to understand the evolution of censorship policy at the level

of topic clusters as well as individual websites, and continuously,

rather than by comparing snapshots.

In this paper, we present a pilot study in the use of dynamic

topic modeling to capture the evolution of censored topics. We use

Dynamic LDA [4], an extension to the LDA algorithm that divides a

corpus into time slices and then uses LDA to classify the documents

in each slice, while constraining how much the classification can

change between any two adjacent slices. Dynamic LDA produces

clusters, similar to LDA, but the membership of each cluster is a

function of the time slice, providing insight into how the clusters

evolve over time. Dynamic topic models have been used to model

the evolution of the European parliament’s political agenda [15]

and to detect fraudulent schemes on cryptocurrency forums [20].

We summarize the contributions of this work as follows:

• We report the successful use of Dynamic LDA to characterize

the evolution of Internet censorship policy from 2016 to 2020

by the Republic of India.

• We test the robustness of Dynamic LDA in the face of gaps

in the underlying observations, and make recommendations

for the granularity of future data collection efforts.

2 STUDY DESIGN
This study analyzes a subset of the ICLab data set. ICLab [21] has

been collecting “longitudinal” observations of Internet censorship

(i.e. repeated measurements at regular intervals) since 2017, from

62 different countries.

For this pilot study, we focus on censorship conducted by the

Republic of India. Censorship in India is not as aggressive or as

notorious as in, say, China, but Indian ISPs are legally required to

be capable of blocking access to specific sites as directed by the

government, and this capability has been regularly used [14, 29].

At the same time, ICLab has had no trouble collecting data in India.

(Niaki et al. [21] observe that the countries that most aggressively

censor the Internet are also the countries where they find it most

difficult to measure censorship.) We particularly wanted to target a

country where ICLab’s data was as continuous in time as possible:

as we will discuss further in Section 3.3, gaps in data collection

seriously interfere with the accuracy of LDA-based topic modeling.

2.1 The Data Set
ICLab’s “test list” for India comprises 6 012 unique URLs. Since

March of 2016, ICLab has attempted to access these URLs 2 207

different times from vantage points in India. (Not every URL was

tested every time.) ICLab records detailed information about each

censorship event it observes. In this study, we conservatively con-

sider a URL to be censored only if ICLab has flagged it as overtly
censored by the Indian government or an Indian ISP. Overt censor-

ship is when a client’s connection is redirected to a “block page”

which overtly states that access to the requested URL is forbidden.

ICLab can also detect several types of “covert” censorship, where

clients’ connections are disrupted in a way that mimics an ordinary

network fault. However, in the majority of cases, the events they de-

tect this way are not certain to be censorship, so we excluded those

Median gap between ICLab and Internet Archive
observations (30-day months; positive = ICLab later)
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Figure 1: Empirical CDF of the time difference between Way-
back Machine’s snapshots and ICLab measurements.
events from this study. ICLab reports 677 of the 6 012 URLs were

overtly censored at least once within the time period we analyzed.

ICLab records the apparent text of each web page at the time of

each observation. However, when censorship occurs, that text is

either nonexistent or is supplied by the censor. For this study, what

we require is the uncensored text of each web page at the time of

each observation. We acquired uncensored text from the Internet

Archive’s “Wayback Machine” [17], which regularly collects snap-

shots of many websites from a location not subject to censorship.

It has collected at least one snapshot for 603 of the 677 censored

URLs. Due to resource limitations, we could only include 213 of

these URLs (35%) in this pilot study.

Unfortunately, the Wayback Machine’s snapshots are not always

simultaneous with ICLab’s observations. If the page has changed

significantly between the snapshot and the observation, the text

recorded by the Wayback Machine may not be related to the reason

why the page was censored. To estimate how much this affects our

results, Figure 1 shows the empirical cumulative distribution func-

tion (ECDF) of the median difference between an ICLab observation

and a Wayback Machine observation of the same URL. (The ECDF

was computed over the absolute value of the median differences,

but the plot shows signed medians, hence the unusual shape for

an ECDF plot. Error bars are +/− one median absolute deviation.)

For 75% of the pages in our study, there is a snapshot within three

months of each observation, but for the other 25% the gap can be a

year or more. Of course, even if the gap is large, the page may not

have changed much in that time. In Section 3.3, we investigate the

effects of data gaps on LDA-based topic modeling.

Web pages often contain “boilerplate” text, such as copyright no-

tices and navigation menus, that is irrelevant to the page’s topic [1,

26]. We mechanically stripped boilerplate from all documents using

Trafilatura [2]. LDA requires all documents in the corpus to be in the

same language, so, following the approach of Weinberg et al. [26],

we translated all the documents word-by-word into English.

2.2 Dynamic Topic Modelling
We analyze the evolution of the set of censored web pages over

time using a dynamic topic model [4]. Specifically, we use Dynamic

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (D-LDA) as implemented in the gensim
topic-modelling library [16]. D-LDA has two hyper-parameters: the

number of topics to divide the corpus into, and the time granularity

with which to model time evolution. We selected these via manual

experimentation. Figure 2 shows the number of censored URLs
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(c) Monthly censored URLs.

Figure 2: Distribution of censored URLs in India over time, at daily, weekly, and monthly granularity.

observed by ICLab as a function of three choices of time granularity:

days, weeks, and months. With daily and weekly granularity, the

number of censored documents changes wildly from one timestep

to the next. We found this made the model unstable, so monthly

granularity will be used for the remainder of the paper.

LDA tries to make all of its clusters the same size [27], so if there

are fewer topics than the hyper-parameter requires, topics that

describe many documents will get split up into multiple clusters. A

human analyst will see groups of clusters that appear to have the

same (or roughly the same) set of salient words (see Section 3.1).

On the other hand, if LDA is not given enough clusters to work

with, then topics that only describe a small number of documents”

will get “lumped together,” and an analyst will see clusters with

salient words that are too generic to identify a topic. To set this

hyper-parameter, we started with a large number (100 clusters) and

manually reduced it until we found a good tradeoff, at 25 clusters,

between split topics and generic lumps. For the remainder of the

paper, we will use models set to produce 25 clusters. After manually

recombining split clusters, 14 topics are identifiable.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the results of our evaluation of D-LDA for

identifying censored topics (Section 3.1) and for analysing the evo-

lution of censored topics (Section 3.2). We also assess how different

variations of the corpus may impact the identification of topics and

the evolution of their associated keywords (Section 3.3).

3.1 Identification of Censored Topics
Topic modelling algorithms, in general, associate clusters of docu-

ments with a topic, and emit, for each cluster, a set of salient words
which are characteristic of that cluster’s documents. A human ana-

lyst must interpret each set of words and assign a more meaningful

“label.” This step also provides an opportunity to recombine split

clusters. Table 1 in Appendix A shows our manually-assigned label

and some of the salient words for each of the 14 identifiable topics

(plus one “unknown” topic, which we could not interpret).

Sometimes, interpreting salient words for groups of censored

documents is straightforward: for example, two of the topics in

Table 1 are self-evidently about piracy of music, movies, and TV

shows. Censorship infrastructure is often used to enforce copyright

law, whether or not that was its original motivation [26]. Several

others are clearly about inter-faith conflict and religiously moti-

vated violence, both in India and elsewhere. Religious conflict has

been a theme in Indian politics ever since the Partition of 1947.
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Figure 3: Evolution of censored topics over time.

The more difficult topics relate to specific events, only some

of which are obviously political. Kurt Westergaard’s caricature of

the Prophet Muhammad sparked outrage among Muslims in 2005

and discussion of it still appears to be suppressed in India, fifteen

years later. Another topic refers to a single (relatively prominent)

individual who spoke out against Indian government censorship in

2013, provoking a small online movement. On the other hand, why

would “student,” “degree,” and “education” be salient in documents

targeted for censorship? The clue to this topic is “iipm,” a.k.a. the

Indian Institute of Planning and Management, an unaccredited uni-

versity which shut down in 2015 after weathering over a decade of

accusations of granting worthless degrees and of false advertising.

3.2 Evolution of Censored Topics
An LDAmodel gives each salient word a likelihood (in the statistical

sense) of being associated with each topic. The words most strongly

associated with each topic are the words listed for that topic in

Table 1. D-LDA extends this by computing the likelihood separately

at each time step. Therefore, we can indirectly infer changes in

censorship policy by observing fluctuations in the level of asso-

ciation between a particular word and a censored topic. Figure 3

shows this fluctuation for three words associated with the “Riots in

India” topic and four words associated with the “Danish cartoonist”

topic. (The absolute scale of these associations is very small simply

because the total probability is spread over thousands of words.)

For “Riots in India,” the word “muslim” is always salient, but

“violence” disappears between months 6 and 14 of the measurement

and “killing” does not appear at all until month 16. While we did

not have the time to conduct a thorough verification, we suspect

this is because there were no actual riots between months 6 and

14, and therefore, no reports of violence to be censored. Similarly,

perhaps no one involved in such riots was killed until month 16.

The plot for “Danish cartoonist,” on the other hand, suggests

a change over time in how the controversy was discussed. The
cartoon itself seems to have been the focus of discussion early

on, with broader Islamic issues taking on a greater significance
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(b) 50% longest documents.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the probability of keywords for the Riots in India topic when filtering the corpus by document size.
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(b) Month removed every other month.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the probability of keywords for the Riots in India topic when removing data from the corpus.

after five months. “Freedom” and “speech” were not part of the

discourse—at least within India—until a year and a half later.

This is all very tentative and ought to be validated by human

inspection of the censored documents and cross-referencing with

news archives. However, it shows how mechanical topic analysis

can bring subtleties of an evolving policy to an analyst’s attention.

3.3 Topic Evolution under Corpus Variations
D-LDA is typically applied to data sets with no gaps. As we men-

tioned in Section 2.1, our data set has gaps because the Internet

Archive’s observations of censored pages were not concurrent with

ICLab’s observations of the censorship. ICLab’s observations them-

selves also have gaps, as will be apparent from Figure 2, and we

were not even able to analyze ICLab’s full data set due to resource

limitations. To analyze the effect of data gaps on the identification

of topics and the evolution of their defining words, we conducted

two experiments in which we introduced more gaps into the data

set to observe how gracefully the model degraded.

Removing shorter documents from the corpus. We built three alter-

native D-LDA models based on modified corpora with the shortest

25%, 50%, and 75% of all the documents discarded. As before, we

configured D-LDA to output 25 topics. D-LDA produced fewer in-

telligible topics as the input corpus got smaller. Most of the topics

produced by the smaller models are the same as topics found by the

full model. However, to our surprise, a few topics (such as “pornog-

raphy”) only appear in the smaller models. (The list of identified

topics for each model can be found in Appendix B – Table 2.)

Perhaps more interesting is that removal of documents changes

the evolution of the association of words with topics. For instance,

Figure 4 shows very different trends in the association of “violence,”

“muslim,” and “killing” with the “Riots in India” topic than those

seen in Figure 3a. This suggests that small pages (e.g. blog posts)

may be important to understand the direction of censorship policy.

Removing monthly data from the corpus. To shed light on how

gaps in monthly data (e.g. due to failures in the censorship mea-

surement infrastructure) can affect the results of D-LDA models,

we built three more restricted models in which (a) one randomly

selected month, (b) every other month, and (c) one out of every

three months were discarded from the data set. These models also

identified fewer, different topics (listed in Appendix B – Table 2)

and estimated topic evolution differently (as shown in Figure 5).

In summary, gaps in data availability are a severe problem for

D-LDA. They may cause it to fail to identify important reasons why

documents are censored, and they may also cause it to report trends

in word association inaccurately. Thus, for providing increased util-

ity, longitudinal censorship measurement platforms should strive

to ensure a robust capacity to acquire data, perhaps by deploying

redundant measurement nodes inside countries of interest, towards

maximizing data availability and enabling accurate topic modeling.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we applied dynamic topic models to longitudinal cen-

sorship measurement data to understand how the textual content

of web pages associated with censored topics evolves over time.

Our findings show that these models can provide useful insights on

the evolution of censorship policies within a given country, but are

prone to produce inaccurate results due to gaps in data availability.

Future work. We intend to extend our models to multiple coun-

tries, making use of more of ICLab’s data, and of data collected by

other censorship monitors. We are particularly interested in look-

ing for geographic correlations in the topics censored by different

countries. This could shed light on the phenomenon of “censorship

leakage” [8] and could also uncover cases where one country’s

policy has influenced another.

Short of manual labeling (infeasible even at this scale), we are not

aware of any principled method for validating whether the topics

generated by D-LDA accurately reflect the content of the document

corpus. To increase our confidence that the topics generated by D-

LDA are not an artifact of either the algorithm or the data collection,

we intend to run alternative state-of-the-art dynamic topic models,

e.g. DETM [11], and compare the topic clusters they generate with

the clusters generated by D-LDA.
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APPENDIX
A Labeled Topics
Table 1 sheds additional light on the different topics discovered

by the D-LDA model. For each list of salient words discovered by

the dynamic topic model, we provide a label for the corresponding

topic. We also include an example “Unknown” topic, whose salient

words we were unable to make sense of in order to generate a label.

Table 1: Labeled topics and their associated keywords.

Topic Words

Backlash against URL Blocking mahesh, murthy, year, content, writer
Chinese-language spam 邮箱,上海货运公司,上海冷藏运输公司,传真, voice
Danish cartoonist cartoon, danish, newspaper, muslim, freedom, religious, speech
Educational institute fraud student, degree, iipm, institution, education, university, campus
Homicide people, kill, brother, human, peace, innocent, sister
Islam muslim, religion, story, domain, book, life, right
Muslim violence state, muslim, violence, illegal, displace, many, woman
Online streaming services video, upload, quality, live, streaming, enjoy, share, hd
Pirated music/movies download, latest, search, music, copyright, movie, inception
Religion-motivated killing people, muslim, victim, kill, religion, police, indian
Religious websites com, website, http, let, wordpress, islampeace
Riots in India riot, killing, indian, people, government, anti, violence
Rohingya Muslim crisis muslim, kill, people, burmese, human, buddhist, refugee
Saudi Yemen conflict saudi, attack, yemeni, force, kill, martyr, member

Unknown people, life, know, read, medium, several, think, war

B Corpus Variations
Here, we take a closer look on the coherent topics we were able to

label (from the 25 clusters of salient words generated by D-LDA)

after applying different data removal operations to our corpus.

Removal of documents. Table 2 shows the coherent topics we

were able to label when D-LDA was run using different fractions

of our corpus. Specifically, we ordered documents by length, and

ran D-LDA with the longest 100% (4 577, i.e., all documents), 75%

(3 432), 50% (2 288), and 25% (1 144) of the documents in the corpus.

Removal of monthly data. Table 3 shows the coherent topics we
were able to label when D-LDA was run with different artificial

data gaps. Besides a setting where no documents were removed

(yielding 4 577 documents as before), we removed data at different

monthly intervals. Specifically, we removed data from one random

month (yielding 4 270 documents), from every other month (yield-

ing 1 919 documents), and from two every three months (yielding

1 469 documents).
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Table 2: Intelligible topics discovered when D-LDA is run on only the longest N% of the censored documents.

All Longest 75% Longest 50% Longest 25%
4 577 documents 3 432 documents 2 288 documents 1 144 documents

A film

Backlash against URL blocking Backlash against URL blocking Backlash against URL blocking

Chinese-language spam

Danish cartoonist Danish cartoonist Danish cartoonist Danish cartoonist

Educational institute fraud Educational institute fraud Educational institute fraud Educational institute fraud

Homicide

Islam Islam Islam Islam

Mob violence

Muslim Violence

Online streaming services Online streaming services

Pirated music/movies Pirated music/movies Pirated music/movies

Pornography Pornography Pornography

Religion-motivated killing Religion-motivated killing

Religious websites

Riots in India Riots in India Riots in India Riots in India

Rohingya Muslim crisis Rohingya Muslim crisis Rohingya Muslim crisis Rohingya Muslim crisis

Saudi Yemen conflict Saudi Yemen conflict Saudi Yemen conflict Saudi Yemen conflict

Terrorism

Table 3: Intelligible topics discovered when D-LDA is run with some observations erased.

No gaps One random month erased Every other month erased 1/3 of months erased
4 577 documents 4 270 documents 1 919 documents 1 479 documents

Backlash against URL blocking Backlash against URL blocking

Chinese-language spam

Danish cartoonist Danish cartoonist Danish cartoonist Danish cartoonist

Educational institute fraud Educational institute fraud Educational institute fraud Educational institute fraud

Ethnic violence

Homicide

Islam Islam Islam Islam

Muslim

Muslim Violence

Online streaming services Online streaming services Online streaming services

Pirated music/movies Pirated music/movies

Pornography Pornography

Religion-motivated killing

Religious websites

Riots in India Riots in India Riots in India

Rohingya Muslim crisis Rohingya Muslim crisis Rohingya Muslim crisis Rohingya Muslim crisis

Saudi Yemen conflict Saudi Yemen conflict Saudi Yemen conflict Saudi Yemen conflict
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